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Response inhibition is frequently measured by the Go/no-go and Stop-signal tasks. These
two are often used indiscriminately under the assumption that both measure similar inhibitory
control abilities. However, accumulating evidence show differences in both tasks’ modula-
tions, raising the question of whether they tap into equivalent cognitive mechanisms. In the
current study, a comparison of the performance in both tasks took place under the influence
of negative stimuli, following the assumption that ’’controlled inhibition’’, as measured by
Stop-signal, but not ’’automatic inhibition’’, as measured by Go/no-go, will be affected. 54
young adults performed a task in which negative pictures, neutral pictures or no-pictures pre-
ceded go trials, no-go trials, and stop-trials. While the exposure to negative pictures impaired
performance on go trials and improved the inhibitory capacity in Stop-signal task, the inhibi-
tory performance in Go/no-go task was generally unaffected. The results support the concep-
tualization of different mechanisms operated by both tasks, thus emphasizing the necessity
to thoroughly fathom both inhibitory processes and identify their corresponding cognitive
measures. Implications regarding the usage of cognitive tasks for strengthening inhibitory
capacity among individuals struggling with inhibitory impairments are discussed.
Introduction
In various circumstances, alternative courses of action and thoughts have to be inhibited in
order to allow the emergence of an adaptive, flexible and goal-directed behavior [1]. Within
the fields of neuroscience and cognitive science, inhibitory control is often referred to as a
multi-domain executive function that is critical for flexible responsivity to changing task
demands and is thereby an essential component of adaptive behavioral regulation [2].
Although the requirement to suppress a dominant response may be present in multiple task
contexts such as Stroop interference and Wisconsin Card Sort Testing [3, 4], it is most clearly
measured by Go/no–go (GNG) and Stop-signal (SST) paradigms [5]. Both tasks are based on
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repeated execution of motor response (’’go’’ response, e.g. key pressing or lever pulling) to
visual stimuli, while on some trials a pre-defined visual or auditory ’’stop’’ signal (or ’’no-go’’
sign) instructs participants to inhibit their habitual go response [6]. The core difference
between the two tasks is often the temporal location of the inhibitory signal within the main
motor task [6, 7]. While on a typical GNG task the no-go sign is presented simultaneously
with or instead of the go stimulus [8], on SST the stop-signal is presented after the go stimulus,
so that the response is already in the process of completion [9].
Despite those differences, a majority of studies define a unitary action-inhibition deficit by
using both tasks interchangeably and without providing the methodological rationale behind
choosing one over the other [6]. Consequently, it has been argued that the term ’’inhibition’’
has been overextended and is often broad and inconsistent across authors [4], stressing that
researchers need to be more specific when discussing and measuring inhibition-related func-
tions. Furthermore, inhibitory control was suggested to be a heterogeneous construct which
consists of multiple kinds of inhibitory processes well as a range of tasks used to measure it
[10].
Such conceptualizations are supported by the findings regarding different neuroanatomical
and neurochemical processes involved in the operation of each task. While both tasks were
found to activate a communal network of brain regions including the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), the inferior frontal cortex (IFC) and the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA),
the pattern of activation tended to be bilateral for GNG, but predominated by right hemi-
sphere in SST [3, 6, 11] (For further discussion regarding the differences between the neural
correlations in both tasks see [12]). Additional evidence demonstrated inhibitory impairment
in SST performance following damage to the right pre-SMA, while impaired GNG perfor-
mance was followed by damage to the left, but not the right pre-SMA [12, 13]. In other studies
which investigated the connections between inhibition and the activation of neurotransmit-
ters, 5-HT was shown to play a significant role in the inhibitory processes taking place in GNG
tasks, but not in SST, while noradrenaline was shown to be influential especially in SST but not
in GNG tasks (for a review see [6], also [14]). Such evidence, among others, has raised the
question of whether both tasks actually tap into the same cognitive mechanisms, or perhaps
into fundamentally different ones [6, 15, 16]. Consequently, several researchers have conceptu-
ally differentiated between ’’action restraint’’ (or automatic, bottom-up inhibition), where the
stimulus and the required response are consistently paired and which does not require further
executive control (as in GNG), and ’’action cancellation’’ (or controlled, top-down inhibition),
where the stimulus and the required response are inconsistently paired and which relies upon
additional executive control (as in SST) [7, 16, 17].
Negative stimuli and their impact on response and response inhibition
performance
When studying the modes of operation of executive functions, emotionally aversive stimuli are
often used as an effective tool for impacting performance in various cognitive tasks. Indeed,
negative stimuli were shown to interfere with various cognitive functions [18–20], to impair
the execution of several response types [21–23] and to increase the levels of noradrenaline and
cortisol [24, 25].
Following these findings, several studies have investigated the possible modulation of inhib-
itory control by emotional stimuli [26, 27]. When studied within the context of inhibitory
functions, emotionally negative material was typically reported to have no impact upon the
inhibitory measure of commission errors in GNG tasks [28–32], although some counter find-
ings were also reported [33]. However, the impact of negative stimuli over inhibitory functions
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in SST appears to be less clear, with some studies [34] demonstrating an impairing effect of
negative stimuli over inhibitory functions in SST, and others [35, 36] reporting of improved
inhibitory performance in SST after the exposure to negative stimuli. Furthermore, it was
argued that aversive stimuli of diverse strength differ in their impact on executive control func-
tions [37] so that highly aversive stimuli impact cognitive processes more profoundly than
mildly aversive ones [38]. Indeed, several event-related potential (ERP) studies have demon-
strated the lesser effect of moderately negative stimuli on response inhibition, in comparison
to extremely negative stimuli, hypothesizing that negative events of varying valences are differ-
ently processed and differ in their impact on inhibitory functions [38, 39]. In these studies,
extremely aversive stimuli were shown to elicit smaller P2 amplitudes, smaller P3 amplitudes
and higher N2 amplitudes in comparison to moderately aversive stimuli. Such findings suggest
that, in comparison to moderately negative stimuli, extremely negative stimuli facilitated faster
stimulus detection, greater intensity of attention and a stronger cognitive control over task-
irrelevant information when the aversive stimuli were task-irrelevant [38, 39]. Further evi-
dence suggested that while both women and men are sensitive to the impact of highly negative
images, only women are also sensitive to the effect of moderately negative stimuli [40].
The current study
In the light of the argued differences between both inhibitory sub-functions, a limited number
of studies directly compared the performance in GNG and SST, and, to the best of our knowl-
edge, none have used behavioral methods (as opposed to manipulations of neurotransmitters)
as differential tools for such an investigation. Thus, the reason for comparing between GNG
and SST is twofold. Firstly, we wished to examine whether the manipulation of a behavioral
variable (aversive images) would differently impact performance in each task. Such a finding
could serve as additional evidence for the necessity to differently conceptualize each inhibitory
mechanism, urging researchers to create specific hypotheses regarding the particular inhibi-
tory function(s) they wish to investigate. Secondly, by demonstrating specific effects of aversive
stimuli over each inhibitory sub-function, the current results may aid in directing future stud-
ies aiming to investigate the modulation of inhibitory sub-functions by emotional manipula-
tions. Furthermore, manipulations which may impact specific inhibitory sub-functions may
yield with certain clinical implications (see discussion).
On the current study, we measured the effect of negative stimuli on the performances in
both tasks. For this end, we followed the recommendation to combine both tasks into a single
paradigm which incorporates go trails, no -go trials (zero-delay inhibitory trials) and stop trials
(inhibitory trials in which stop-signal delay is longer than zero) [6, 7]. Examining both inhibi-
tory functions under a single paradigm minimizes potentially confounding effects of compar-
ing between tasks and provides a practical framework for the analysis of inhibitory subtypes
[6]. Further, as individuals differences were argued to modulate, at least in part, the effect of
emotional material on executive control [41, 42], the operation of a one group within-partici-
pants design may aid minimizing the intervening effects of individuals characteristics across
groups.
In the light of the diverse effects that valence intensity differences were shown to inflict on
executive control functions [37–39], only extremely negative images of low valence rating and
which included salient threatening content (e.g. blood, mortal wounds) were selected here.
This was undertaken in order to avoid any diverse effects that may take place as a result of
valence intensity differences across negative images.
Following past literature of negative emotional stimuli, the current study yielded with three
hypotheses. We assumed that the negative stimuli will impair the performance on trials in
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which the execution of a motor response is required (go trials), thus replicating past findings.
Regarding the inhibitory processes, we followed the assumptions that negative stimuli generate
enhanced sensory representations of the stop stimulus, consequently leading to an enhanced
stopping performance [19, 21, 36, 43] and that the processing of negative stimuli mainly takes
place under the control of top-down processes [44–48]. Thus, we expected the negative stimuli
to enhance the representation of the stop signs within the top-down inhibitory framework,
thereby improving the controlled, top-down inhibitory performance operated by SST. How-
ever, we expected the negative stimuli to have little or no impact upon the automatic, bottom-
up inhibition, and therefore to have minimal influence upon performance in GNG task.
Materials and methods
Participants
54 students (33 women, 21 men, Mage = 21.7 years, SDage = 2.8 years, age range: 19–28 years)
of Eo¨tvo¨s Lora´nd University, Hungary, participated in the current study either voluntarily or
for course credit and after signing an informed consent form. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by the institutional review board of the
Faculty of Education and Psychology of Eo¨tvo¨s Lora´nd University and was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Tools
The experiment was conducted using a Dell PC running PsychoPy, version 1.83.03 [49]. All
stimuli were presented at the center of a 17’’ LCD Dell monitor. The target stimuli were a circle
and a square (2.5 x 2.5cm), similar to the ones appearing on the ’’Stop-It’’ software [50], which
appeared in white on a black background. A white cross (1.5 x 1.5cm) used as a fixation sign.
A gray frame (9.5 x 9.5 x 0.5cm) around the target stimuli used as ’’go’’ sign, and a dashed gray
and white frame of the same measurements used as either ’’no-go’’ sign (i.e., a GNG stop trial
in which the stop sign appeared simultaneously with the target stimulus) or ’’stop’’ sign (i.e., a
SST stop trial in which the stop-signal appeared after the appearance of the target stimulus). A
feedback sound (750 Hz, 50 dB, 75ms) was heard through earphones (Sennheiser PX-200)
whenever an error occurred. 105 negative pictures and 159 neutral pictures (9 x 9cm) were
selected based on their valence rating from the Geneva Affective Picture Database (GAPED)
[51] and the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [52], which are standardized sets of
images with normative ratings of valence and arousal. As above mentioned, the images were
selected according to a strict valence cutoff, which resulted in the two groups of images (nega-
tive and neutral) significantly differing both in their levels of valence and arousal. See the Sup-
porting information text for an overview of the selected images and the cutoffs for image
selection. As the number of available neutral pictures complying with our strict valence cutoffs
was insufficient for the number of required neutral trials, each neutral picture was presented
on two random trials throughout the experiment.
Procedure
In a within-participants experimental design, each participant was tested individually in front
of a monitor in a dimly lighted room after receiving written and verbal instructions. The pri-
mary task required participants to press the "A" key whenever a framed square appeared, and
to press the "L" key whenever a framed circle appeared. The target stimuli appeared for 500ms.
A 500ms fixation cross preceded each trial. On typical inhibitory tasks, the stop trials (or no-
go trials) ordinarily constitute around 30% of the total number of trials in the experiment [8,
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9]. Thus, on the current experiment, the frame’s color changed from gray into dashed gray &
white on 30% of the trials, either simultaneously with the appearance of the target stimulus
(no-go trial) or within a brief interval (which was set adaptively, see below) after it appeared
(stop trial). The frequencies of no-go trials and stop trials were equally distributed. On these
trials, the participants were required to inhibit their response and not to press any key. The
error sound was activated as a result of pressing the wrong key on go trials, not responding
within 500ms on go trials, or pressing any key on no-go trials and stop trials. In between the
appearance of the fixation cross and the target stimulus on each trial, a neutral picture, a nega-
tive picture or no picture appeared for 800ms (in the event of no picture, the fixation cross was
immediately followed by the target stimulus). Each participant underwent all nine combina-
tions of the experimental procedure (the interaction between negative pictures, neutral pic-
tures, and no-pictures with go trials, no-go trials and stop trials). Fig 1 illustrates the
experimental procedure.
The experiment started with a practice block of 18 trials followed by 750 experimental trials
divided into three blocks of 250 trials each. On each block, the target stimuli appeared in a
semi-random order, maintaining the 70–30% proportion of go-stop trials. Additionally, the
allocation of go and no-go trials was random within-blocks but amounted to an identical num-
ber of trials appearing after each of the picture valence conditions in each block. However, the
allocation of stop-trials differed across blocks, with stop-trials following only negative pictures
in one block, only neutral pictures on a second block, and only no pictures on a third block.
Such allocation of stop-trials was required for the calculation of stop-signal reaction times and
their comparison across picture valence conditions (see below). The blocks sequence was dis-
tributed equally across participants. Participants were given a two minutes rest in between
blocks.
Two core values in SST are stop-signal delay (SSD), which represents the interval between
the appearance of the target stimulus and the stop-signal, and stop-signal reaction time (SSRT)
which represents the latency of the stop process, i.e. the time it takes one to complete the inhib-
itory process after the appearance of the stop-signal [9]. While SSD is traditionally manipu-
lated by the researcher, SSRT uses as a measure for one’s inhibitory capacity, with shorter
SSRTs indicating superior inhibitory performance. Following the tracking procedure for the
measurement of SSRT [53], SSD was set dynamically and was adjusted after each stop trial by
using a one-up one-down method, resulting in an adaptive measurement; the SSD baseline
interval on the first trial of each experimental block was 250ms. After successful stopping SSD
was increased by 25ms and after unsuccessful stopping SSD was decreased by 25ms. The par-
ticipants were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately as possible. If the increases and
decreases in SSD on each trial are equal in magnitude, the tracking procedure should result in
an overall of .50 inhibition (and inhibition failure) rate. Thus, the tracking procedure compen-
sates for differences between and within participants, controls for difficulty level across partici-
pants and results in an approximately similar response/inhibition proportion for different
participants, tasks or conditions [53, 54]. A major advantage of the tracking procedure is that it
allows a simple calculation of SSRT through using the mean method, by subtracting the
observed mean SSD from the observed mean of the go reaction time (Go-RT) distribution.
Measurement and statistical analysis plan
Conventionally in GNG, commission errors serve as the index of inhibitory control [5], while
SSRT reflects the inhibitory functioning in SST [53, 55]. In order to assess the possible influ-
ence of negative stimuli on the functions of response and response inhibition, the following
measures were obtained. On go trials, response times and error rates were measured (errors
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being either lack of response or wrong responses) and compared across picture valence values.
On no-go trials, commission error rates (responding to the stimuli, false alarms) were mea-
sured and compared across picture valence values to identify any impact of picture valance on
inhibitory control in GNG. Additionally, the signal detection measure of d’ was calculated
using the formula:
d ¼ zðHÞ   zðFAÞ
where z(H) and z(FA) represent the transformation of the hit (correct go trials) and false
alarm (commission error) rates to z-scores. The variable d’ represents a measure of the percep-
tual sensitivity to different stimulus conditions, indicating how well participants can discrimi-
nate and appropriately respond to targets and non-targets, thus further inspecting cognitive
control [56, 57]. On stop trials, both commission error rates and the adaptive SSDs on each
block were obtained. Using the mean method for the assessment of SSRT [53], each partici-
pant’s mean SSD (resulting from the tracking procedure) was calculated for each block and sub-
tracted from their mean Go-RT distribution, resulting in the corresponding SSRT length. As
we assumed that the negative stimuli would impact go trials as well (therefore resulting in a dif-
ferent Go-RT distribution than the one that would have emerged without the involvement of
the negative stimuli), the mean SSD of each picture valence condition was subtracted from the
mean Go-RT for go trials which appeared after no picture trials. SSRTs were then compared
across picture valence values (i.e. across blocks). Commission error rates on stop trials were
obtained to ensure the .50 inhibition response rate expected of the tracking procedure.
A preliminary condition for the calculation of SSRT by using the mean method is to evaluate
the functionality of the tracking procedure. If the tracking procedure functioned effectively, the
commission error rates on stop trials for each block should be around 50%, indicating that
each participant managed to inhibit their response on half of the stop trials in each block.
Based on 45 stop trials per block, the 95% confidence interval for proportion around the
median was (34.3%, 65.7%) error rate. Only two participants were excluded from the analysis
due to error rates outside the confidence interval, indicating that the tracking procedure func-
tioned as expected. Additionally, participants’ SSRTs were examined for any negative values.
Negative SSRTs indicate that participants did not follow the instruction to respond as quickly
as possible to go signals but instead awaited stop-signals in some of the go trials, likely trying
to anticipate the stop-signals by slowing down responses [58]. One participant was excluded
from the analysis on the grounds of obtaining negative SSRT values. Thus, all reported results
are based on the performance of 51 participants. All reported ANOVAs are repeated-measures
ANOVAs with picture valence (negative vs. neutral vs. no-picture) as a within-subjects factor.
Since each of the inhibitory paradigms has its own unique measure of inhibitory control, sepa-
rate analyses were conducted for SSRT (inhibitory measure in SST) and commission errors
(inhibitory measure in GNG). Additional analyses were conducted for Go-RTs and go error
rates (errors of omission and wrong responses), and for the measure of perceptual sensitivity
d’. Post hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction. Effect sizes are reported as
partial eta squared measures. The Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon correction was applied when
necessary to correct a possible lack of sphericity [59].
Fig 1. Experimental procedure samples. (A) A negative picture precedes a go trial. (B) A no-go trial appears with no
picture prior to it. (C) A neutral picture is followed by a go stimulus, which changes into a stop-signal within the adaptive
SSD. SSD = stop-signal delay.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.g001
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Results
Go trials
On go trials, response times and error rates were compared across picture valence values. First,
an analysis of response times was conducted. Relevant response times means can be found in
Table 1. Mean scores for response times were significantly different across picture valence val-
ues, F(1.42, 70.86) = 21.193, p< .01, ηp2 = .30. Post hoc tests revealed that Go-RTs were signifi-
cantly longer for stimuli which appeared after negative pictures (M = .44, SD = .02) than for
stimuli which appeared both after neutral pictures, (M = .42, SD = .02), p< .001 and after no
pictures (M = .42, SD = .02), p< .001. There was no difference between Go-RTs for stimuli
which appeared after neutral pictures and no pictures (p> .05; see Fig 2).
Secondly, an analysis of error rates was conducted. Relevant error rates are presented in
Table 1. Error rates were significantly different across picture valence values, F(1.51, 75.85) =
41.12, p< .001, ηp2 = .45. Post hoc tests revealed that error rates were significantly higher on
go trials which appeared after negative pictures (M = .41, SD = .16) than on go trials which
appeared after neutral pictures, (M = .32, SD = .13), p< .001 and after no pictures (M = .28,
SD = .11), p< .001. Additionally, error rates were significantly higher on go trials which
appeared after neutral pictures in comparison to go trials which appeared after no pictures
(p< .01; see Fig 3).
No-go trials
On no-go trials, an analysis of error rates was conducted. Relevant error rates can be found in
Table 2. No significant difference of error rates was found across picture valence values, F
(1.76, 88.03) = 3.11, p> .05. Fig 4 illustrates these results.
Additionally, we inspected the possible impact of picture valence on perceptual sensitivity.
d’ measures were significantly different across picture valence values, F(2, 100) = 37.04, p<
.01, ηp
2 = .42. Post hoc tests revealed that d’ scores were significantly lower for trials which
appeared after negative pictures (M = -.63, SD = 1.46) than for trials which appeared after neu-
tral pictures (M = .11, SD = 1.3), p< .01 and after no pictures (M = .52, SD = 1.31), p< .01.
Additionally, d’ scores were significantly lower for trials which appeared after neutral pictures
in comparison to trials which appeared after no pictures (p< .01).
Stop trials
On stop trials, SSRT means were calculated and compared across picture valence values. Rele-
vant SSRT means can be found in Table 3. Mean scores for SSRTs were significantly different
across picture valence values, F(1.64, 81.79) = 4.88, p< .05, ηp2 = .12. Post hoc tests revealed
that SSRTs were significantly shorter for stimuli which appeared after negative pictures (M =
.24, SD = .08) than for stimuli which appeared after no pictures (M = .27, SD = .05), p< .05.
Table 1. Go-RTs and error rates means and standard deviations on go trials as a function of picture
valence values.
Go-RT (seconds) Error rate (%)
Picture valence M SD M SD
Negative picture .44 .02 .41 .16
Neutral picture .42 .02 .32 .13
No picture .42 .02 .28 .11
Go-RT, go reaction time.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.t001
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There was no significant difference between SSRTs for stimuli which appeared after neutral
pictures (M = .26, SD = .06) and SSRTs for stimuli which appeared after either negative pic-
tures or no pictures (p> .05), although a marginal significance was found for the difference
between SSRTs for stimuli which appeared after neutral pictures and negative pictures (p =
.083, see Fig 5).
Fig 2. Mean reaction times on go trials (in seconds). Error bars represent standard errors. Response
times were longer for stimuli which appeared after negative pictures than for stimuli which appeared after
neutral pictures and no pictures. Response times for stimuli which appeared after neutral pictures did not
differ from response time for stimuli which appeared after no pictures. Go-RT = go reaction time. **p < .01.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.g002
Fig 3. Mean error rates percentage on go trials. Error bars represent standard errors. Higher error rates
were found in response to stimuli which appeared after negative pictures than to stimuli which appeared after
neutral pictures and no pictures. Higher error rates were also found in response to stimuli which appeared
after neutral pictures than to stimuli which appeared after no pictures. *p < .05, **p < .01.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.g003
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Discussion
In the current study, performances in Go/no-go and Stop-signal paradigms were compared
under the influence of negative stimuli. Participants performed a combined task which con-
sisted of go trials, no-go trials, and stop trials, with negative pictures serving as a behavioral
tool of interference which was compared against neutral pictures and no pictures conditions.
Exposure to negative pictures resulted in longer response times and higher error rates in go tri-
als, in comparison to both neutral pictures and no pictures, suggesting an impairing effect of
negative stimuli over performance in go trials. In stop trials, exposure to negative pictures
resulted in shorter SSRTs in comparison to no pictures, suggesting an improved inhibitory
functioning in SST under the influence of negative stimuli. Last, no significant differences
across picture valence values were found in no-go trials, suggesting that performance in GNG
was generally unaffected by the exposure to negative stimuli.
The impairing influence of negative stimuli over performance in go trials replicates the
findings of past studies, in which negative stimuli were shown to impair executive control and
lengthen response times in various cognitive tasks [21, 22, 30, 60, 61], even when presented
outside the focus of attention and while task-irrelevant, as in the current study [62–65]. Sec-
ondly, the non-significant impact of picture valence on commission errors in no-go trials is
supported by past literature as well [28, 29, 31]. As commission error rates are generally con-
sidered as the gold standard measure for the assessment of behavioral inhibition in both emo-
tional and classic GNG tasks [5, 29, 56], this finding implies that inhibitory functions in GNG
were generally unaffected by negative stimuli. Interestingly, participants’ perceptual sensitivity
was in fact modulated by picture valence, with lower d’ scores indicating difficulties in discrim-
inating and appropriately responding to targets and non-targets (go vs. no-go trials; [57]).
However, as the measure of d’ reflects the ratios of both correct hits and false alarms, and as
only one of these measures (correct hits) was significantly modulated by picture valence, this
result is unsurprising. Such differences between the inhibitory indicator of commission errors
and the perceptual sensitivity measure of d’ were reported in other studies which made use of
both measures [56, 57]. Still, although non-significant, the measure of commission errors in
the current study did reflect a general trend of modulation, with negative images yielding with
slightly larger commission error rates. Taken together, these findings may reflect a subtle
impairing impact of aversive stimuli on inhibitory performance in GNG. Such possible effects
could be inspected in future studies which involve measurement tools which are more sensitive
to reveal subtle functional differences, such as ERP measures.
Last, the improved inhibitory performance in SST after the exposure to negative stimuli
supports the results of former studies in which negative stimuli shortened SSRT and improved
inhibitory functioning [35, 36, 66], but is contradictory to those of other studies which
reported of longer SSRTs following the exposure to negative pictures [34, 67]. Several research-
ers [1, 8, 68] argue that such inhibitory tasks are sensitive to task design, emphasizing the
necessity for future studies to conceptualize and understand the possible influences of different
Table 2. Error rates means and standard deviations on no-go trials as a function of picture valence
values.
Error rate (%)
Picture valence M SD
Negative picture .19 .13
Neutral picture .17 .13
No picture .15 .13
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.t002
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task designs upon performance. Indeed, the mentioned studies, including the current one, dif-
fered in several aspects, including the sensory method of presentation of the stop- signal (visual
vs. auditory) and the task design (GNG and SST combined into one task vs. separated into
individual tasks). Further comparisons of the influences of negative stimuli in different SST
modalities could be executed in future research. However, one important finding that emerges
from the described body of studies is that negative stimuli may impact the inhibitory process
taking place in SST (even if the direction of such impact is still debated), but not the one taking
place in GNG. These findings may yield with relevant clinical implications (see below). Addi-
tionally, the difference between SSRTs following negative pictures and neutral pictures
appeared in trend, with negative pictures resulting in shorter SSRTs than neutral pictures, but
failed to reach significance. Aichert et al. [58] noted that studies with sample sizes similar to
the one used in the current study are only moderately powered to detect associations of small
magnitude, and it is possible that this effect would turn significant on a larger sample size.
In the current study, negative stimuli were shown to affect differently the performance in
GNG and SST. Following Schachar et al.’s typologies [7], these results depict an interesting pic-
ture after which a behavioral tool was shown to improve action cancellation performance, but
had no impact upon action restraint. One possible explanation for these findings alludes to the
involvement of different neurotransmitters in both tasks. As above discussed, noradrenaline
was shown to affect performance mainly in SST, but not in GNG [6, 69, 70]. Since negative sti-
muli were shown to increase levels of noradrenaline [24, 25], it could be hypothesized that the
Fig 4. Mean error rates percentage on no-go trials. Error bars represent standard errors. No significant
difference in error rate was found in response to stimuli which appeared after negative pictures, neutral
pictures, and no pictures.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.g004
Table 3. SSRTs means and standard deviations on stop trials as a function of picture valence values.
SSRT (seconds)
Picture valence M SD
Negative picture .24 .08
Neutral picture .26 .06
No picture .27 .05
SSRT, stop-signal reaction time.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.t003
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effects found in the current study are the outcome of such noradrenergic activity which was
evoked by the exposure to negative stimuli and affected performance in SST, but not in GNG.
Although this reasoning is in line with the findings after which an improvement in SST perfor-
mance followed the application of noradrenergic agonist [71], such conclusions are beyond
the scope of the current study and should be investigated under experimental designs which
involve electrophysiological and neurological measures in addition to behavioral ones.
A supplementary explanation for the findings is the one brought above, after which top-
down inhibition, but not bottom-up inhibition, was most affected by the negative stimuli.
Such an effect may have been caused by the competition of the negative stimuli over of top-
down processing capacity resources, as earlier suggested [43, 47, 72]. If such a competition
over processing resources indeed took place within the top-down inhibitory process, it
would be expected to lengthen the time it took participants to resolve the conflict between
response and inhibition taking place in stop trials, thus resulting in higher chances of avoid-
ing from (or failing to) executing a response to the target stimuli. Such process would
account for the higher chances of inhibiting response in stop trials that followed the expo-
sure to negative stimuli.
The accumulating findings from neurological, neurochemical and behavioral studies
brought here implicate of a core difference between GNG and SST, which possibly measure
two separate cognitive mechanisms. As a continuation of the current approach, future studies
could compare the possible impact of emotional stimuli over the performance in other inhibi-
tory tasks, which are considered to be even more closely related to one another by measure-
ment of automatic inhibition solely. Such a comparison, for example, could include a GNG
task and a two-choice oddball task, which is similar to the classic GNG task but requires motor
responses to both go and no-go trials, thus obviating any possible confounding effects that
could arise from the fact that go trials involves motor responses whereas no-go trials do not
[73, 74]. Another possible comparison could involve the influence of emotional stimuli on
both SST and oddball task. Such investigations could potentially support our better under-
standing of the differences and similarities between tasks, and the potential modulating effect
of emotional interventions upon each.
Fig 5. Mean stop-signal reaction times for stop-trials (in seconds). Error bars represent standard errors.
SSRTs were shorter for stimuli which appeared after negative pictures than for stimuli which appeared after
no pictures. SSRTs for stimuli which appeared after neutral pictures did not differ from SSRTs for stimuli
which appeared after negative pictures and no pictures. SSRT = Stop-signal reaction time. *p < .05.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186774.g005
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Implications for treatment in inhibitory impaired conditions
Impaired response inhibition was found in various clinical populations diagnosed with bipolar
disorder [75], substance abuse [76, 77], adolescence smoking [78] borderline personality disor-
der [79, 80], schizophrenia [81, 82], and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
[83–86]. In a recent study of combat veterans with and without post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD; [87]), the authors found that higher levels of PTSD and depressive symptoms were
associated with higher error rates in a GNG task. Since cognitive impairments could hinder
the effectiveness of standard PTSD therapies which are based upon cognitive reappraisal and
disengagement from traumatic stimuli (see [88] for a review), the authors recommend inte-
grating treatments that strengthen executive functions within traditional PTSD treatments.
Additionally, Chambers et al. [13] note that inhibition-related regions whose activity increased
with practice are the same areas that were shown to differentiate between ‘good’ and ‘poor’
performers. The authors consider these findings promising from a clinical perspective, demon-
strating that there is plasticity in the brain centers that underlie a clinically important inhibi-
tory function.
Interestingly, recent studies have demonstrated a possible use of GNG task in influencing
maladaptive inhibitory-related behaviors. Makin use of a modified GNG task [89], a significant
reduction in weekly alcohol intake was demonstrated in a group of heavy drinkers when alco-
hol-related stimuli were consistently paired with the no-go condition and a significant increase
in weekly alcohol intake when alcohol-related stimuli were paired with the go condition.
Using a similar paradigm, other studies managed to reduce the impulsive processes of eating
behavior [90–94], to demonstrate long-term effects of weight reduction [95], and to diminish
the attractiveness of sexually appealing images [96]. See [97] for a review of the cognitive
mechanisms operated by these training methods.
However, several meta-analytic studies which were conducted to determine the effects of
inhibitory control training over the reduction of harmful behaviors [98–100] have recently
found that GNG training, rather than SST training, most influenced participants’ health
behavior. Similar results were reported by a study in which the impact of both tasks on food
consumption was compared [101]. These findings imply that by redesigning cognitive
training GNG tasks we may be able to strengthen individuals’ automatic inhibitory capacity.
Importantly, the interaction effect found in the current study supports the notion that nega-
tive emotional stimuli may boost, at least temporarily, controlled forms of inhibition.
Indeed, past studies have claimed that different types of practice are expected to influence
performance in either GNG or SST [16, 102], and suggested two different types of inhibitory
training methods to improve deficits in inhibitory control; a bottom-up training, based on
GNG paradigm, and a top-down training, based on SST (see [103] for a short review). Such
differentiation may prove crucial in the light of the possible inhibitory impairment differ-
ences across pathologies. For example, two meta-analytic studies indicated impairments in
GNG performance, but not in SST performance in patients diagnosed with bipolar disorder,
autism, and Tourette syndrome, and a diverse pattern of impairment for reading disorder.
Other disorders, such as schizophrenia, were shown to differ in magnitude of impairment
across tasks, with greater impairment in of action cancellation than of action restraint [83,
104]. Thus, when planning an inhibitory-based training intervention, it is essential to
match a suitable training paradigm for the impaired inhibitory sub-type. The findings of the
current study may aid in the development of interventions aimed at ameliorating partici-
pants’ controlled inhibitory functions.
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Limitations
As the pictures in IAPS and GAPED picture databases are rated on the factors of valence and
level of arousal, and since both variables are correlated so that the highly negative pictures cho-
sen for the current study are also highly arousing and the neutral pictures are low on their level
of arousal, the current results could be explained as caused by level of arousal experienced by
participants, and not by the pictures valence. Indeed, several studies [36, 67] suggested that the
level of arousal evoked by the stimuli, and not the stimuli’s valence, was the cause of impact.
The separation between these two variables was not applicable to the current study’s design
and could be further investigated in future research. Nonetheless, and apart from the theoreti-
cal importance of such differentiation, the impact of the negative stimuli on SST functioning,
but not on GNG functioning, preserves its significance regardless of the unique variable which
may have caused the effect.
A second potential limitation is related to the repetition of each neutral picture twice
throughout the experiment, an issue which may have resulted in a certain amount of habitua-
tion to the neutral images. However, we believe such outcome is unlikely as the effects of habit-
uation were previously shown to be minimal for neutral images, even when images were
repeatedly presented [105, 106]. Furthermore, in all cases where negative stimuli were shown
to impact performance in the current study (i.e., Go-RTs, Go omission errors and SSRTs), per-
formance was shown to differ significantly in comparison to the no-picture condition, thus
highlighting the impact of the negative stimuli regardless of the responses to the neutral ones.
Last, as above mentioned, only extremely aversive images were selected for the current
study. Since moderately aversive stimuli were shown to result in milder impact upon inhibi-
tory functioning [38, 39], the implications of the current study should be limited to the impact
of highly negative stimuli. Such differentiations are specifically important as certain behavioral
measures may be less sensitive than physiological ones to detect subtle effects of stimuli upon
inhibitory functioning [26, 38, 73]. Future studies should further inspect the effect of diverse
levels of negative valence upon inhibitory capacity while incorporating the use of physiological
measures in addition to behavioral ones.
Conclusion
In the current study, performance in Go/no-go and Stop-signal tasks was shown to be differ-
ently affected by the exposure to negative stimuli among university students. While exposure
to negative stimuli impaired performance in go trials and improved inhibitory functions in
Stop-signal task, inhibitory performance in Go/no-go task was generally unaffected. These
findings support the conceptual differentiation between two subtypes of inhibitory functions,
urging researchers to hypothesize upon accurate inhibitory typologies and pair each to its suit-
able measure, thus forwarding a thorough understanding of the complex structures of inhibi-
tory control. Further, these findings illustrate a possible intervention to impact top-down
inhibitory control. As the source of inhibitory impairment (automatic vs. controlled) may dif-
fer across clinical conditions, inhibitory-training interventions which are tailored to the sub-
ject of impairment may prove beneficial for individuals struggling with inhibitory deficiencies.
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